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**Reviewer’s report:**

Major Compulsory Revisions:
- the main theme should focus more on the describe of MRI features,
- compare the difference of NMO versus MS in Asian populations
- What is the difference of NMO and NMO-SD should be elaborate; as well as MS; and why there is difference in the prognosis; pathogenesis, treatment, etc.
- How does the patient present with?
- How to confirmed the optic neuritis, any steroid treatment given during the acute attack, will the steroid treatment affecting the MRI features?
- why only MRI brain performed, any spinal cord MRI preformed for the myelitis patient?
- any patient receive the immunotherpy, or immunosupressants, or anyone miss-diagnosis as MS, but in fact as NMO.
- Whether the patient on treatment will give different pattern of MRI ??
- Recommend further defined the diagnosis, Rx, compare Rx and non-Rx group.
- Is all the autoimmune diseases excluded, as in chinese, few case reports of ocular MG /NMO-SD, Sjorgrens /NMO SD were reported, can cite these papers for more comprehensive pictures and give more relevant clinical implications in chinese populations.
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